Directors & Officers Liability
Insurance…explained
Under most companies’ Articles of Association the entity undertakes to indemnify its directors and
officers against actions brought against them whilst undertaking their roles. This typically applies to
all directors whether directly employed or acting in a non-executive capacity.
While having a company’s
indemnity is important, it is
vital that this is backed up
with sufficient resources to
provide the practical
protection. This will involve
covering the costs of a
proficient legal defence,
other specialist fees and
ultimately awards and
damages. Rather than
expose the company’s
assets to such a risk, most
companies will arrange a
Corporate Directors &
Officers (D&O) Insurance
policy, such as IoD
Corporate Director’s
Liability Insurance. This
policy will span all directors
and officers and will provide
the funds for the costs
outlined. Once the D&O
policy has been exhausted
(or if there isn’t one in place)
the company’s assets are
then at risk.

Dissatisfied Party?
Shareholder / Stakeholder / Employee
Customer / Creditor / HSE / HMRC / OFT

Notification of litigation
Proceedings or Investigation

Company Insurance Policy
(D&O, such as IoD Corporate Director’s Liability Insurance)
£ ? limit of cover

Company Indemnity (i.e. no D&O)
Company assets at risk

Personal Insurance Policy
(such as IoD Individual Director’s Liability Insurance)
up to £1m limit of cover

Individual Director (i.e. no personal insurance policy)
Personal assets at risk

Should the company’s assets (including D&O cover if there is any) have been exhausted, a
director must then fund the balance of any defence costs or awards personally. This is where
an individual policy comes in to play by providing the final layer of personal protection.
IoD Individual Director’s Liability Insurance provides this final layer of personal protection and
also provides the necessary cover should the action be brought by the employer itself.

IoD Director’s Liability insurances are
provided by Quantum Underwriting
Solutions Ltd and underwritten by
Chubb Insurance.

For more information, to get a quote
and to take advantage of up to

35%discount:

T: 0800 015 1533
W: www.iod.com/dli

